
Strategic thinkers and perfect planners with 
a core workplace strength at assessing and 
organising concepts. Preferred career positions 
include highly strategic, possibly ‘lone wolf’ roles 
such as a systems engineer, project manager, 
systems analyst and marketing strategist. 
Consider studying SGI’s 7 week Project systems 
and requirement analysis course, which adopts 
a systems-thinking approach!

Quiet, mystical idealists (the rarest 
personality type) with a core workplace 
strength as idealists who take action to affect 
change. Preferred career positions include 
psychologist, counsellor, spiritual leader and 
life coach. Consider studying SGI’s Being of 
service micro course, so you can build an 
inclusive organisational culture around your 
desire to serve others.

Fiercely passionate about facts and the most 
common personality type. A core workplace 
strength of dedication to duty and ethics 
plus superb logic. Preferred career positions 
include law officers, regulators and auditors. 
Consider studying SGI’s 7 week Managing 
finances course, so you can ace auditing or 
any financial management venture. 

An experimental master of many things 
with a core workplace strength as a tactile 
person who is rational and curious. Masterful 
makers. Preferred career positions include 
engineers, software engineers, IT and aircraft 
systems assembler. Consider studying SGI’s 
Clear the lines micro course you can better 
communicate your brilliant brainwaves to 
your team. 

Knowledge-hungry inventors with a 
core workplace strength of curiosity and 
creativity. Preferred career positions include 
philosophers, professors, architects and 
scientists. Consider studying SGI’s 7 week 
Managing knowledge and innovation 
course to capture all the knowledge you’re 
perpetually seeking. 

Affable altruists with a core workplace 
strength as born diplomats who see the best 
in everyone. Preferred career positions include 
diplomats, poets, writers and actors. Consider 
studying SGI’s Strategies of the healer micro 
course, so you can build on your strength of 
beautifully orchestrating strong workplace 
relationships. 

Warm protectors ready to rush to loved ones’ aids. 
A core workplace strength of being meticulous 
perfectionists, who are social and committed to 
worthy causes. Preferred career positions include 
medical professionals, academics and NGO 
leaders. Consider studying SGI’s flagship one year 
Advanced Project Management course - with 
your sensitivity and pursuit of perfection, you’d 
probably be an exceptional PM. 

A charming artist on the hunt for a new 
adventure with a core workplace strength as 
true artists and boundary-breakers who don’t 
like being boxed in. Preferred career positions 
include artist, coach and nurse. Consider 
studying SGI’s Dancing with elephants 
micro course, because your need for new 
adventures means you must get familiar with 
managing change.

Leaders who always find a way with a core 
workplace strength of charisma, confidence 
and ‘ruthless’ rationality. Preferred career 
positions include business leaders and 
exceptional entrepreneurs. Consider studying 
SGI’s flagship year-long General Management 
course to complement your natural 
leadership skills. 

Inspiring leaders oozing charisma with a core 
workplace strength as super charismatic 
leaders who attract followership. Preferred 
career positions include politicians, coaches 
and teachers. Consider studying SGI’s 7 week 
Managing teams course, to complement your 
transformational leadership skills. 

Brilliant managers of people and things with 
a core workplace strength as honest enforcers 
of scrupulous morals. Excellent at bringing 
people together. Preferred career positions 
include community organisers, C-Suiters, 
presidents and CEOs. Consider studying SGI’s 
7 week Managing talent and the workforce, 
because you’re a fantastic prospective people 
manager! 

Smart, perceptive adrenaline junkies with 
a core workplace strength as energetic 
conversationalists who like the spotlight. 
Preferred career positions include 
entrepreneurs, sales professionals, advertising 
and marketing. Consider studying SGI’s 
7 week Evaluate and improve project 
performance course, as you’ll need to 
appraise what’s working and what’s 
not to progress in your entrepreneurial 
undertakings. 

The curious cat who loves a good debate. 
Typical core workplace strength is being “the 
ultimate devil’s advocate” with the ability 
to connect disparate ideas. Preferred career 
positions include consultant, art director and 
strategist. Consider studying SGI’s Be the 
general micro course on strategy and planning, 
because strategic thinking is your thing! 

Creative, cheerful, social free spirits with a core 
workplace strength as connectors who are often 
the life of the party. Preferred career positions 
include educational psychologists, artists, 
musician and directors. Consider studying SGI’s 
7 week Leadership and Emotional Intelligence 
course, so you can get the communication 
techniques to pair with your social spirit. 

The popular kids, who really care with a core 
workplace strength of being prom king/ queen 
candidates who put friends first. Preferred 
career positions include entrepreneurs, 
influencer and line managers. Consider 
studying SGI’s 7 week Managing operations 
course, as you have all the makings of a much-
loved line manager.

Spontaneous snowflakes with boundless 
enthusiasm. Typical core workplace strength 
as stars who love attention and are incredibly 
generous with their time and energy. Preferred 
career positions include TV/radio presenters, 
actors and influencers. Consider studying SGI’s 
From idea to success micro course, so you can 
get your idea off-the-ground to execution phase 
with operational plans.
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Don’t know your type? Take the Myers Briggs personality test: www.16personalities.com
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